TABLE 6 Knowledge Development Research Questions, 1979-1980
 1.	Does school retention and completion increase tue future employaoil:
of potential dropouts and the disadvantaged, and are employment and trair
Services linked to education an effective mechanism for increasing scnoo;
rentention and completion?
 2.	Can the school-to-work transition process be improved? This involv«
several related questions. Are new institutional arrangements feasible i
warranted? Will increased labor market information and assistance exped;
the transition? Can new transition routes be created?
 3.	Given the fact that work experience has become tue primary empnasis
youth programs, are the Jobs productive, which ones are most "meaningful'
how can they be improved?
 4.	Does structured, disciplined work exprience have äs much or more imj
on future employability than other human resource development Services or
combination of Services and employment, i. e., should public policy empru
straight work experience, combinations of work and training and other
Services, or should training, education, and supportive Services r>e
emphasized?
 5.	Are there better approaches and delivery mechanisms for the types oj
career development, employment, and training Services which are currentl^
being offered?
 6.	To what extent are short-run interventions and outcomes relatea to
longer-term impacts on employability during adulthood? Put in another wa
how much can public interventions redirect the developmental process?
 7.	What works best for whom? What performance or outcome Standards are
best to determine what does and does not work for youths? Which youtns v
what characteristics benefit from which programs and approaches?
 8.	What is the universe of need for youth programs? What is the cost c
fully employing youths? How many would take Jobs if they were available
how many nours of employment do they require?
 9.	What approaches and procedures can be used to involve the private se
in employment and training efforts ana to increase the placement of the
participants in private sector Jobs? How effective are those approaches
accesS'dng new Jobs and providing better career tracks tor youtns? Are tl:
preferable to public sector approaches?
 10.	What is the best mix of enrollees in terms of age ana income Status!
Will poor youths benefit from interaction with nondisadvantaged youths or
with older persons? Is targeting achieved and is it a wortnwhile notion;
 11.	What arrangements can be made to increase the duration of employment
training interventions and to assure that participants realize liietime
benefits? Will youths demonstrate the commitment and consistency to make
these long-term Investments pay off?

